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Abstract: The delta sigma modulators presented in this paper include the popular switched capacitor integrator (SCI) and MOSFET 
models of level 7, popularly known as the BSIMv3 model. The 1st order and 2nd order delta sigma modulators are designed with two 
different models and they output a pulse proportional modulated signal in response to the input of an analog signal. It is observed that 
the 2nd order delta sigma modulator provides better stability and noise immunity over the 1st order delta sigma modulator. The NMOS 
models behave same for the 1st order delta sigma modulator but variations are observed for 2nd order delta sigma modulators.      
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1. Literature Review 
 
The Delta Sigma modulation technique has been in existence 
for many years, but recent technological advances make th e 
devices practical and their use is becoming widespread. The 
Delta Sigma modulators are used in applications such as 
communications systems, consumer and professional audio, 
industrial weight scales, and precision measurement devices. 
The key feature is that they are the only low cost conversion 
method, which provides both high dynamic range and 
flexibility in converting low bandwidth input signals. The 
delta sigma modulator can be implemented with digital 
technology if we have a digital signal source and in analogue 
technique in case of an analogue signal source. We can find a 
similar bit stream in a pulse width modulated (PWM) system 
but it has some disadvantages compared to the bit stream of a 
delta sigma modulator. The delta sigma modulator provides 
pulse proportion modulated (PPM) signal. Figure 1.1 shows a 
simple block diagram of a first order delta sigma modulator 
[dashed border] connected to a low pass digital filter and 
becomes a Delta Sigma Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC).  

 

 
Figure 1.1: First order delta sigma converter block diagram 

 
The analog integrator along with the quantizer/comparator 
represents the Delta Sigma modulator. The delta sigma 
converter is simply constructed with delta sigma modulator 
followed by a low pass filter [1]. We will use an analogue 
low pass filter if we need an analogue signal output.  The 
delta-sigma circuit has two main sections:  
 
1. Delta receives the incoming analog/digital signal and 

monitors the outgoing pulse train. It creates an error 
signal, which is based on the difference between the 
binary signal coming in and the pulse train going out.  

2. Sigma adds up the results of the error signal created by 
delta and supplies this sum to the low-pass filter [2]. A 
simple analogue first order delta sigma modulator block 
diagram looks like this: 
 

 
Figure 1.2: Block Diagram of a First Order Analogue Delta 

Sigma Modulator 
 
2. Design of Delta Sigma Modulators 
 
The delta sigma modulators designed and implemented in 
this paper includes the popular switched capacitor integrator 
(SCI). It plays a critical role in mixed-signal, analog to digital 
interfaces and also implements a large class of functions, 
such as sampling, filtering, and digitization. The MOSFET 
models used in the SCI are i) a 0.18-micron NMOS model of 
level 7 named as BSIM_NMOS, which is popularly known 
as the BSIMv3.1 model and ii) a 0.35-micron NMOS model 
of level 7 named as CMOSN, which is also another 
BSIMv3.1 model.  These mosfet models are BSIMv3.1 
LEVEL=7 for PSpice with the different values in parameters 
such as: the BSIM_NMOS has gate-oxide-thickness, TOX= 
4.1E-9, junction depth, XJ = 1E-7 and threshold voltage, 
VTH0 = 0.3750766V, while the other model CMOSN model 
has the gate oxide thickness, TOX = 7.7E-9, junction depth 
XJ = 1E-7 and threshold voltage VTH0 = 0.4867569V. The 
BSIM_NMOS and the CMOSN mosfets have the same 
parametric values on the following parameter: CAPMOD=2, 
MOBMOD=1, TNOM=27, CJ=9.68858E-4, AGS=.3939741, 
DVT0 =1.2894824, DVT1=0.3622063, DVT2 =0.0713729, 
WINT=7.904732E-10, LINT=1.571424E-8, NLX 
=1.910552E-7, WL = 0, WLN =1, WW = 0, WWN=1,      
WWL = 0, LL = 0, LLN = 1, LW = 0, LWN=1, LWL = 0, 
TOX  = 4.1E-9, XJ = 1E-7,      NCH  = 2.3549E17, VSAT    
= 9.366802E4. 
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2.1. Design of 1st order DSM  
 
As the 1st order DSM circuits implementing the 
BSIM_NMOS and CMOSN mosfets provide the same output 
responses, the circuit for 1st order DSM using BSIM_NMOS 
model is considered only. 

 
Figure 2.1: 1st order DSM with BSIM_NMOS mosfet 

 
The transient response of figure 2.1 shows the input signal 
with 3Vpeak-to-peak, the SCI output range is +1V to -.8V, 
the comparator provides the -1V to +5V, the DAC has an 
output signal of average 1.2Vto .2V and the FF output is the 
averaged 3.2V bit stream of 1’s with pulse width proportional 
to the SCI, Comparator and DAC pulses. The input signal 
and the output bit streams align more as the time forwards.    

 

 
Figure 2.2: Transient response of figure 2.1 

 
The noise signal at the FF output gives the high pass 
response. The noise is 25mV for the 1st order DSM. Noise is 
found at 1 KHz. The transient response is same for both the 
CMOSN and BSIM_NMOS models. So the circuit and 
responses are only provided for the BSIM_NMOS model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2. Design of 2nd Order Delta Sigma modulator 

 
Figure 2.3: 2nd order DSM with BSIM_NMOS 

 
The transient response of the figure 2.3 is shown below. The 
1st SCI operates better at 1.4ms and the 2nd SCI at 2ms. The 
comparator gives 5Vpeak starting at 2ms. The FF outputs bit 
stream of 1’s with 3.2Vpeak. The pulse spread is .2ms.  
 

 
Figure 2.4: Transient response of figure 2.3 

 
The 2nd order DSM schematic design is also done with the 
CMOSN mosfet. The circuit is as below: 
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Figure 2.5: 2nd order DSM with CMOSN 

 
The transient response of the circuit shows that the 1st SCI 
provides better response at 1.42ms and the 2nd SCI at 2ms. 
The comparator and the FF output is obtained at 2.1ms, the 
DAC generates error signal at 2ms. That’s why the FF starts 
to output at 2.1ms. The pulse width is .6ms. 
 

 
Figure 2.6: 2nd order DSM transient response of figure 2.5 

 
3. Comparison between 1st order and 2nd order 

DSMs based on Simulation Results  
 
The 1st order DSM consists of a single feedback loop and the 
2nd order has two negative loops in its design. Since two 
different mosfet models are used in the SCI parts for both 
order, variations are observed which will be discussed below. 
The clock frequency for both the 1st SCI and the 2nd SCI is 
1KHz. The fo of the 1st SCI is fo =1/2*{C1/C2}*fclk; fo is 
1/2*{10nF/10nF}*1 KHz or 0.16 KHz and for the 2nd SCI, 
fo=1/2*{C1/C2}*fclk= 1/2*{10nF/1nF}*1 KHz or 1.6 
KHz.   
 
3.1 Transient response of 1st order and 2nd order 

DSMs [output bitstream]          
 
The pulse train starts at .7ms for the 1st order modulator and 
for 2nd order modulator it starts at 2ms (on avg). This delay is 
due to the extra feedback loop incorporated in the 2nd order 
DSM.  

 
Figure 3.1: Output bit stream of 1st order DSM using 

BSIM_NMOS model 
 

 
Figure 3.2: Output bit stream of 2nd order DSM using 

BSIM_NMOS model 
 

 
Figure 3.3: Output bit stream of 2nd order DSM using 

CMOSN model 
 
3.2  Frequency response of 1st order and 2nd order DSMs 
 
The 1st order DSM frequency response is same for the two 
models. Here the DSM implemented with the CMOSN is 
considered. The input signal entering the SCI has 30Vpeak 
amplitude and this low pass frequency dies out at 10MHz. 
The noise obtained at the FF is 25mVpeak and is generated 
at 1KHz.  
 

 
Figure 3.4: SCI Input for 1st order and 2nd order DSM 
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Figure 3.5: Noise present at output of 1st order DSM 

 

 
Figure 3.6: Noise present at output of 2nd order DSM 

 
The 2nd order DSM frequency response is also same for the 
two models. Here the DSM implemented with the CMOSN is 
considered. The input signal entering the SCI has 30Vpeak 
amplitude and this low pass frequency dies out before 
10MHz. The noise obtained at the FF is 20mVpeak and is 
generated at 1KHz. So, noise is suppressed better in the 2nd 
order DSM than the 1st order DSM. 
 
3.3 SCI input of Delta Sigma modulator  
 
The following figure 3.7 is the difference signal present at 
the input of the 1st order DSM. This difference signal is the 
result of the analog input signal and the error signal 
generated by the DAC. 
 

 
Figure 3.7: Difference signal at SCI of 1st order DSM 

 
The following figure 3.8 is the difference signal present at 
the input of the 2nd order DSM. The signal is fed at the 1st 
SCI. This difference signal is the result of the analog input 
signal and the error signal generated by the DAC. 

 
Figure 3.8: Difference signal at 1st SCI of 2nd order DSM 

 
There are spikes in the 2nd order difference signal more than 
the 1st order DSM. The difference signal appears at the SCI 
input at .5ms for the 1st order DSM and at .6ms for the 2nd 
order DSM. This difference in time is due to the extra loop 
that the signal has to pass through. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The Delta Sigma Modulator takes an analog/digital signal as 
input and produces a pulse proportional modulated signal as 
its output. The delta sigma modulators designed here are 
analog ones as they work on a single bit. Two variations 
based on the order of delta Sigma modulator are designed. 
The first order single bit delta sigma modulator includes a 
single feedback loop i.e. one SCI and the second order delta 
sigma modulator comprise of two-feedback loop and a single 
comparator. Sampling rate is 2 MHz and the input frequency 
of 780Hz is taken; over sampling rate is implemented here as 
the sampling frequency is higher than twice the input 
frequency. For the same sampling frequency, it has been 
found that the 2nd order DSM provides more stability and 
desired output. So, in this paper higher order delta sigma 
modulator is implemented with the fixed sampling and input 
frequency to reduce noise rather than employing high OSR. 
The noise found at the 1st order DSM is 25mV and for 2nd 
order DSM, it is 20mV. The output of the DSM is the Pulse 
Proportional Modulated (PPM) signal that is obtained for 
both the cases of 1st order DSM and 2nd Order DSM while the 
2nd order providing reduced noise and better stability. The 
pulse train generated by the 2nd order DSM using CMOSN 
model provides proportional bit-stream at output.  
 
The models considered here have not incorporated the white 
noise parameters. The output bit streams obtained might be 
different for the BSIMv4 mosfet model if implemented since 
it has some superior advancement over the BSIMv3.1 model. 
Implementation of the delta sigma modulator with a low pass 
analog/digital filter will constitute the widely used delta 
sigma converter. The modulators can be used in RF band 
selection, delta sigma converters etc.  
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